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About This Game

Solve tricky puzzles in a world full of mysterious secrets. Make steampunk styled flowers bloom using the power of light rays to
unveil new worlds. In a relaxed, no pressure environment players immerse themselves into this beautifully designed virtual

reality.

Guide and adjust the light rays, change their colors to match the flowers, use mirrors, prisms, magnets, teleporters and more to
direct them to where they need to be.

Carpe Lucem challenges and entertains players by transferring classical 2D puzzles into the virtual space. They learn new
fascinating aspects quickly. Now puzzle elements can be moved literally in the third dimension. But not only that: They can also

be arranged 360 degrees all around the player. Sounds simple but it creates a whole new way of interacting and playing mind
teasing puzzle games and it is indeed a perfect introduction to Virtual Reality.

Features

Three mystical worlds await discovery.

Adaptive soundtrack.

Optimized VR engine delivers 90 FPS per eye, avoiding any symptoms of motion sickness.
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Can be played standing or sitting down.

Works with Oculus DK2/Rift and HTC Vive.

Full 360 degree view tracked by headset.

Supports regular game controllers as well as Vive Motion Controllers.

Perfect for Room Scale VR.

Target platforms: Windows PC

Includes level editor to create your own puzzles, use your headset to create and edit in actual VR. Vive Motion controller
required.

Share user generated levels via Steam Workshop.

 

PRESS QUOTES
Fascinating room filling light puzzles

4Players - 82%
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A quirky PvP deathmatch game. It's simple, but not super fun compared to other games I have played before. It just passes in
terms of playability, but likely won't be the game I choose to play with friends during parties.. The Soundtrack & and Sprawling
Overmap are the only elements of the game that imbue the feeling of being fated to die cold, and alone in deep space. My
favorite track is, of course, Track 8: Supernova.. Great game as expected from GUST, better optimized than previous titles..
Recommendation decided based on achievements. If it weren't for the speedrun achievement, I would be recommending this.

This is a good and well-designed game. Not so much a puzzler as much as it is, like other people are saying, a twitch reaction
game. This game is fun up until level 76. The last 15 levels are pure, distilled, sadistic hell, and in getting the speedrun
achievement, I damn-near broke my wrists.

What is the 'Speedrun' achievement? It's the achievement that turns this from a frustrating-yet-fun game into RSI Simulator
2017. This achievement requires you to beat all 90 levels in one sitting. In order to do this without actually developing RSI, I had
to spread said session over 11 hours, with YouTube breaks between almost every level. Yep, 90% of my playtime was spent in
that one session. And I absolutely hated the last 15 levels. By the time I reached the last 5, I felt like my wrists were going to fall
off.

TL;DR - if you are an achievement hunter, avoid this game like the plague, cause it'll kill your wrists.. The third entry of
Umihara Kawase, one of my top favorite platformer series, with its unique and sophisticated, rubbery grappling gameplay, high
difficulty, and cute-LSD aesthetic.

If you've played the first game before, you'll be feeling right at home as the gameplay doesn't make a major change to its
formula, safe maybe the time freezes, and the physics-heavy fishing hook still controls as beautifully as always. Umihara and
her gang has to venture through the series' symbolic fish-filled dimension, littered with school supplies and bike wheels, and
you'll even go through what is an oversized Japanese bathhouse. Each Fields has a door or two that leads to the next level, and
the path forks many, many times, so you need multiple playthroughs to see everything the game has to offer.

Don't go thinking it could've been some level pack though, it's perfectly fine if a sequel doesn't reinvent the wheel each and
every time. It feels like the level design received a lot more thought and care this time around, the developpers again thought of
new gimmicks; now you'll be hanging off slippery cubes above spikes and snails, trampolines make an appearance and has you
time very well your jumps to not get flunged away as they can be placed at odd angles, and look out for ceilings trying to crush
you. Enemies are less prominent like in the first game, as they don't reappear randomly outside of specific levels, and their
placement are more logical. The challenge is more about figuring out where the doors might be.

All that is in the name of a good challenge. Not surprisingly, the difficulty is very high, so there's a learning curve you have to
overcome if you're new to it, but mastering the controls is one of the most rewarding feats in gaming.

If we're looking at how Umihara and the 3 new playable characters all control, it does feel different, but not outlandishly so. The
characters feel more heavy, but the rubbery fishing line reacts more sharply in contrast, it still controls as good as it ever was.
Added to this entry, they also have an ability of breaking the laws of time; Umihara can stop time for a brief moment, Noko
slows it down, and the kids get a checkpoint in certain parts of the levels.

The game no longer forces you to play from the beginning in order to unlock levels, all the levels you've found are laid on an
explanatory map, and you can play any of them, finding doors and backpacks, without the risk of getting a game over. This
helps making the experience slightly more accessible, but there's still Survival mode for those who seeks a challenge similar to
the previous two games.

Now you're rewarded when you collect the 45 backpacks, where it usually was extra lives. These backpacks are placed in
obscure corners, and you need to have mastered the controls in order to get them and come out unscathed. You also unlock stuff
if you succeed in Survival mode, getting to the different endings. The unlockables are mostly just artworks and music, but it also
unlocks Child Umihara (who plays the same as Emiko), and different skins for Umihara; these skins make the game play musics
from previous entries.

It encourages you getting better times on levels, and you can save a replay of your best performances. Additionally, there are
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online learderboards, and the Steam Workshop allows you to share your feats.

The art style of the game, well, it still has the surreal presentation the series is known for: the water theme, oversized fish, school
supplies in the background, and cheery musics. However, it doesn't really have the same charm the 2D sprites has, and the music
sounds slightly more "public domain". None of it is awful mind you, there's no way it would negatively impact gameplay, and
it's hard to put in front what's really wrong, but the 2D sprites were more expressive for one thing, so I wish there would've been
more polish on the characters.

This version is somewhat of a remake of the 3DS game, which was by the way the first game of the series to go out of Japan's
borders. The 3DS version was still a worthy purchase back then, and still is, having 50 Fields, but the characters felt slightly
more heavy, and the fishing line was a bit looser; it's very small details though, that doesn't impact much the experience, but for
a game that relies on a lot of precision, said details are noticable for veterans like me. The Steam version, also called Sayonara
Umihara Kawase + on Vita, improved on all of that, as the fishing line reacts more sharply, and some levels are now easier due
to these changes, for the better I think. The + version also added 10 levels, perhaps even more evil than the others, and the
graphics got an overhaul; the characters no longer has the odd proportions they retained from the cute 2D, chibi look, it feels
faster, and just overall looks better.

Sayonara Umihara Kawase doesn't disappoint, the developpers put their heart in making another game that has a lot of polish,
carving an experience unseen in most platformers. The grappling gameplay still to this day gives the series an edge over AAA
platformers, you can't go wrong with this one. I really wish for the series to keep on evolving, and never letting it fade into
obscurity.. Honestly, I'm glad I stuck through to finishing this series, I'm so glad that they made up for what the previous games
lacked and then some. They were definitely aware of how badly structured the 2nd one was lmao there were a bunch of jokes
about how poor it was here and there. They definitely listened to their consumers. This instantly became my fav of the whole
series, it's really well made for me. I'm super happy they fixed where the plot was going and steered it to a better direction.

Pros:
> They cleaned up the character models and visual art---now it looks sleek, finished and it could very well contend with more
current\/modern point and click games
>>> I just really love how the environments look now, it's so pleasing to the eyes and they definitely played with panning
locations and rooms having more than one angle
> Gina and Brian finally get the character writing they both deserve and they have lovelier voices AND dialogue to boot
> In-game hint system and hotspot\/location viewer! No more getting lost, not knowing where to click or not knowing what to
do!
> The story definitely has more backbone and adventure into it now, it feels more Broken Sword than Sam & Max now (I loved
Sam & Max and silliness worked tons better for them than for Runaway)
> Love the silly meta jokes when you hover over things

Cons:
> The save system is still pretty adamant about having a slot for every save you make instead of opting to replace an older save
> I still do kinda prefer first game's nerdy I-just-wanna-go-to-Berkley Brian.
10的10。这就是为什么我不仅喜欢暗黑破坏神的游戏（新元素更像坡），但它也不是一个伟大的设计。

尽管有一个缺点，席卷阶段现在是一个主要的方法来提高。当我玩的时候，我有点急于提高我的力量，因为你可以抑制阶段，即使你是一个高层次的婴儿。现在陷阱是通过调整，所以在某种程度
上它不仅仅是战略。如果你想要一个更具战略性的享受，你最好玩地牢战1！我记得打过它，找到了战胜阶段的方法。我相信没有一小部分球员像我一样玩DW2。你不能让它变得如此顽固。

此外，无尽的模式是如此卡！（特别是有很多喷火器）请做出一些选择来禁用或关闭粒子效果。我的电脑玩FrCul3很好，但是在50波之后变硬了，100点后就去地狱了。2倍速度？不行！
  Good game, no doubt. Though I was first disappointed seeing this game, exactly. Because the visual effect and the original
painting design of towers and enemies are so like the first generation——Actually, they are just moved here. But about the new
towers, new systems, I'll give a 10 out of 10. It's the reason that not only do I love diablo-like games(the new elements are more
like POE though), but also it's out of a great design.
  Despite possibly a disadvantage that sweeping the stages are now a main method to level up. As I plays, I am a bit anxious to
boost my power because you can suppress the stages even though you are a baby at a high level. And now traps are get by
leveling up so It's more than strategy in some way. If you want a more strategic enjoy, you'd better play Dungeon Warfare 1! I
remember playing it and find ways to beat the stages. I believe not a minority of players play DW2 like me. You must cannot
make it so hardcore.
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  Besides, the endless mode is so laggy!(especially with a lot of flamethrowers) Please make some options to disable or turn
down the particle effects. My computer is good to play Farcry3 but turns hard after wave 50 and goes hell after 100. 2X speed?
No way!
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It's not good in any way, but not as horrible as some make it out to be. Graphics are OK for a Dungeon Siege Wannabee, but it
feels slow-paced and clunky, loot distribution is uninspired, missions nowhere to be seen. There are so many games in this genre
way better than this. Still, worth a try if you get it dirt-cheap and if you have played the better games already to death. Even
though you probably cant't stand it for very long.. what a great scary game to play. teased so many modding options. for starters,
the cover car isnt even in the game. second, theres no spoilers for cars in the game at all. even with all dlc. i suppose what it did
add is pretty ok... something like the sporty package version of the vanilla cars. but still little to no custom options and very very
limited tuning.. This was actually pretty fun. It's a campy little VR experence with arm swinger motion and a wide variety of
neat stuff in it. I wish I had thought of it.

It has a few minor performance issues when you blast monsters, knocking the hmd environment away due to performance
tanking. I think it's related to the animation when they die. Secondly, the sound is spotty and has "noise" and stutters.

If those two issues are cleaned up this is a perfect little thing to scare the kids and teens with for halloween. It was actually well
done.. Seems no file added when I bought this DLC. Please check this issue. And thanks for making this game.. Have you every
played half life 2? Well this is half life 3!!!! The new graphics are stunning and the sound quality is off the charts. This game
introduces many new gameplay aspects and I would definitely recommend this game to anyone who is begging for a half life 3!
This is more than a perfect game. Infact, it sets the bar higher for games. This game wasn't created by valve but is based on a
gam from them. Valve needs to step up their game!. pretty good game
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